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Abstract
Big Data technology is emerging around the globe to provide better insight and decision making for every organization. As the nature of
Big Data is providing variety and huge volume of data with complex data computation, cloud environment is the best choice to resolve
storage issues. However, the challenge remain in this technology is data availability due to heterogeneity of Big Data systems. Data must
be always accessible and available for user regardless of time. The most essential option to satisfy this desire is providing best replication
strategies which able to afford business continuity without interruption. Hence, this paper delivers better perceptions on the data replications strategies for Big Data systems in cloud environment. Critical review concerning replication strategies is discussed and presented
with imperative details from numerous researchers. Additionally, this work contributes thorough discussion on advantages and gaps for
each study. This study also explores algorithms and performance metrics that has been improved by researchers. The methodology used
to conduct this paper was using qualitative research approach. Ultimately, this paper would be helpful for future researchers in understanding and selecting the best strategy to fit their research scope and goals.
Keywords: Big Data; Cloud Computing; Performance Metrics; Replication Strategies; Algorithms.

1. Introduction
In the current era, the volume of data has grown to terabytes and
petabytes. As the volume of data keeps rising, the varieties of data
generated by applications become richer than before [1]. Statistical analyses viewing approximately, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data
created per-day from heterogenous sources [2]. The data size
shared worldwide is tremendously huge consist of wide variety of
raw data, semi-structured and unstructured data such as videos,
images, transactions, web pages, email, social media data, stream
data and search indexes [3]. These data are derived from various
systems environment and very significant to every single person.
According to [3], current data and information are unworkable to
be processed and analyzed using traditional processes and tools.
The best technology emerging nowadays to cater the bulk of variety of data is known as Big Data or data intensive workflow system. The features of Big Data able to process all kind of data. As
the data are full of variety and high in volume, the data needed
high capacity of storage too.
Cloud introduced as solution for vast storage needs and additionally cloud provide greener environment while reducing the need of
having separate data center with numerous server and equipment.
Hussein and Mousa [4] defined, cloud computing as high-powered
computer equipment with collection of interconnected and virtualized server resources. The large-scale computing provides services
as infrastructure, platform and it able to integrate with all type of
server equipment [5]. As solution for any organization, cloud
addresses storage and data center maintenance issues to all users.
Besides improves throughput and performance, cloud is also able
to provide scalable and efficient service to mass data. Singh and

Malhotra [12], mentioned cloud is the best solution for data intensive workflow as Big Data. Agreed by the other researcher [6], the
huge data consist in Big Data can only be manage by clouds to
present large amount of data to users. The ambiguity of these researchers been proved by all the current organization that implement Big Data only on cloud.
Numerous organizations started to implement Big Data on cloud
as it promising value to their business. However, less of organization determined the correct strategies prior to the deployment of
the two enormous technologies. This scenario would lead to later
problem on managing and generating informative data efficiently.
Prior to deployment, Big Data and cloud as huge data provider
need precise plan on the best strategy, to ensure data is accessible
consistently without disruption. Although data been kept in many
high-end nodes either in the same data centers or across many
datacenters on cloud, the server failures are possible. Therefore, to
mitigate the risk of failures, the best replication strategy on cloud
is essential to secure data availability. Designing best data replication strategy is the actual challenge. The challenge is apparently
occurring because each researchers or organization has different
objectives in order to achieve optimum performance in their system environment, instead everyone need to accept trade-off with
other performance issues. Thus, to determine best replication
strategies is not an easy task to be done. Many practitioners including [3, 15, 16] are eagerly looking into the solution to provide
best strategies to ensure data is always obtainable and beneficial.
As cited by another researcher, in order to improve data availability, the Hadoop File System and Google File Systems both implements data replication strategies as well [7]. Hence, with deep
concern of raised issue, this paper provides insights on replication
strategies in cloud environment. Besides exploring the advantages
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and limitations on research papers, it’s also accommodating findings to derive future research in replication environment.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describe on Data
Replication, detail elaborations on Replication Strategies in Cloud
Environment and Data Placement in Replication with detailed gap
n advantages; Section III Conclusion.

1.1. Cloud Computing
Several researchers confirmed that, cloud computing is great solution to resolve storage issues for organization, with features of
elasticity, pooled resources, on-demand access, self-service and
pay-as-you-go [5]. Hence, Big Data can produce significant impact to organizations when integrates with cloud computing [8].
Cloud computing offers virtually unlimited storage services to
address and manage Big Data challenges in better way compared
to other storage platforms [5]. In the same time, stored data can be
corrupted or lost at any stage of cloud computing adoption [8].
Hence, to ensure data is safe and always available for users, the
best strategy to store data must be pre-determined by each organization. Business continuity must be secured by providing best
techniques to manage data with complete long-term solution including data backup for disaster recovery through providing best
data replication strategies to prevent any data loss in future.
Although Big Data capable of replicate and store enormous data
by using cloud approach, conversely the issues of the data availability are still existed as the cloud storage is limited and cost
related [5]. The entire Big Data are not sensible to be replicated as
the data load affecting cost in storage, especially in replication
environment. Without explicit replication strategies, data availability is not guaranteed even if latest specification of storage been
provided in cloud environment. Efficient data replication strategy
will always; be intelligent enough to choose essential data to be
replicated, provide faster time either copy or retrieve data and
finally must be capable to indicate the best replica site to keep safe
the critical data.

1.2. Big Data
Big Data or data intensive workflow systems are evolving in every
country across the globe known as solution that manages highvolume, high-velocity, high value and high-variety of information
assets that claims as cost-effective by many organization [8-9].
This emerging technology is principally to manage huge size of
data in efficient and innovative forms, to provide meaningful information to expand and streamline business which believed to
revolutionize all knowledge-based aspects in life, including government and public administration [10]. The main characteristic of
Big Data is showed in Fig. 1.
The variety in Big Data are essentially helpful in terms of providing better insights for decision making. In order to accomplish the
needs of variation in data gathering, Big Data also been integrated
and expended in real-time interaction with users instead of simple
data exchange computation [11]. Collecting the variety of data are
not a challenge anymore in Big Data, on the other hand, storing
and managing the data is significant for Big Data users [10]. This
explosive growth of data is not exempted in initiating crucial issue
in data availability. Singh and Malhotra [12] claims, Big Data
technology is focused on scientific computing research. It has
been using cloud environment as platform and service to deliver
all sorts of conceptions, containing: huge quantities of data, social
media analytics, next generation data management capabilities,
real-time data, and much more.
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ment, data replication can be defined as each logical data item in
production system database has several physical copies, located on
different machine at different sites and also known as nodes [14].
There is another replication for disaster recovery that copies data
to another site for catastrophes tenacities. This kind of replication
is predetermined by organization in order to encounter business
continuity purposes when disaster happens in production data
centers.

Fig. 1: Big Data Characteristic [35]

Replication strategies are varying depends on the algorithm developed. Every single strategy consists of algorithm or models developed to meet different objectives in certain environment and improves different performance metrics. Depends on the area to be
improves, developed algorithm would provide betterment in various performance metric such as; accuracy, energy consumption,
bandwidth usage, response time and many other measurement
areas can be enhanced. Xia et al. [3], research focuses replication
strategies on quality of services in Big Data and produce algorithm
with faster response time. Another researcher proposed data replication strategy to reduce the cost of data storage and transfer for
workflow application [15]. As data reliability plays important
roles for any system environment, Gill and Singh [16], developed
dynamic cost-aware replication algorithm to optimize the replication performance and provide high availability and reliability in
heterogenous cloud data centers.
Respective algorithm developed by each researcher has their own
aims, therefore every new algorithm is actually being improved
from previous issues and gaps in particular replication environments. As mentioned in previous studies [13,14], replication can
be a solution for data loss and ensure data availability with optimal performance. Hence, each replication strategy must be beneficial in numerous ways which ultimately enhance overall performance for system. Not to forget the good replication justified keeping safe significant data alone, instead of copying entire data
which leads to many performance issues. The overall taxonomy
for Replication in cloud environment is illustrate as Fig. 2;

2. Data Replication
Data replication is a technique of creating identical data copies for
each data blocks which enhance performance with load balance
for read request across multiple replicas [13]. In cloud environ-

Fig. 2: Taxonomy for Replication in Cloud Environment
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2.1. Replication Strategies
There are two (2) common mechanisms of replication strategies in
data replication environment. First is, Static Replication strategy is
predefined for specific replica environment and rather its simple to
implement but usually this strategy hardly adapts to any environment [16]. Second is Dynamic Replication strategy allows the
algorithm creates and deletes the replicas based on the access pattern of each replica [14]. Milani and Navimipour [14], stated in
their journal about these two types of replication techniques; dynamic and static replication. The static replication is fixed replication environment, whereby the number of nodes and replicas are
pre-determined. However, the dynamic mechanism able to removes and create replicas as and when its needed in replication
environment automatically.
Several researchers have worked on the static replication mechanism. Long et al. [17] proposed GFS algorithm to achieve load
balance among fixed numbers of replicas for all files in static replication approach. The objective to fully utilize the replicas was
succeeded but then the disadvantage of the mechanism was, each
chucked file need to use fixed number of replicas even though
behavior of the access pattern changes. Meanwhile, Cidon et al.
[18] developed MinCopySet method that chooses fixed replica
randomly to accomplish data durability and faster response time.
The resource been allocated for static replication mechanism its
vividly omit the objective of improve performance. This method
might cause some of the replica over used and consequently performance degrade. Based on the most literature reviews, the adaption of static replication mechanism is most likely to have less
benefit to the replication environment. Although, the static approach is simpler but its rather difficult to be suited in all replication environment [14]. This difficulty is presumed due to the static
approach is only beneficial for particular predetermined replication without any flexibility when any ad-hoc variation is occurred
in users’ access patterns. Hence, dynamic replication approach
would be more effective for better replication strategy.
Dynamic replication approach is rather widely in use by many
researcher and practitioner. The flexibility to delete and create
replicas in replication is suitable for cloud environment [14]. Capability of the dynamic approach are varying depend on each
functionality objectives. Numerous researchers focused on betterment in data center areas by improving many performance areas
by adapting dynamic replication technique. Hussein and Mousa
[4], used dynamic mechanism to propose light weight data replication for cloud data centers. The study improved overall reliability
to meet quality of service that able to choose popular data to be
replicated to data centers but the process overhead caused high
response time to the users. While another researcher produce algorithm to safe energy in data centers during replication activities.
Although the goal of research to reduce energy consumption was
achieved, yet high update rate at central database still persist as the
research gap [19]. Li et al. [20], proposed PRCR algorithm that
intelligently chooses data and replicate over to sites. This technique addresses storage consumption issues by replicating important files to two replicas storage while the less important data will
be replicated to single replica storage. This research omitted the
substantial of overall performance caused by high execution time
during data classification level.
Replicating all dataset is not viable due to excess of time on copying unpopular files and therefore leads to waste of storage too [21].
One of previous study by Mansouri et al. [21] proposed DPRS
algorithm, which is dynamic enough to read users access pattern
and copies only popular data to replication sites to cater storage
consumption issue. Besides that, DPRS imply parallel downloading strategy as replication solution where the files are chunked
into segments and replicated over to different sites. Mansouri et al.
[21] claimed that DPRS was tested and delivers better data
downloading performance compared to other existing replication
strategies. Nevertheless, when looking into the system framework
for DPRS which works in 5 clusters with several number of sites
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and Local Replica Manager (LRM) in each cluster environment.
The issue is, LRM in the clusters might loss accuracy of data
whenever number of cluster increases. This will happen every
time each file been updated and the consistency of files in different cluster is crucial issue to be considered. There is also researcher who looked into model or framework for replications.
Wang et al. [22] developed new reliability model to investigate
replica loss that contribute to system reliability of multi-way declustering data and analyze potential parallel recovery possibilities
based in Big Data storage. Despite its contribution on high data
reliability and prevent data loss, this model has the disadvantages
of high bandwidth consumption due to parallel read count and
computation of the recovery options.

2.2. Data Placement in Replication
Countless researchers worked on enhancement in replication
method by adding the data placement techniques. Data placement
is strategy to save data in the storage either as single replica or
multiple replicas. The data in storage can be organize in various
way such as by chunking single file to different storage for faster
download, partition the data files to avoid data loss, arrange the
files in vertically or horizontally order for better retrieval purposes
and many other data placement approaches can be adapted depends on researcher goals. Similar to other techniques, this data
placement also adapted by researchers to improve many performance metrics which ultimately towards achieving optimal performance in replication environment.
Big Data Placement Strategy (BDAP) reduce total number data
movement as it is a cluster base and the dataset are interdependent,
whereas data been dumped among available virtual machines and
VMs will be in charge to schedule workflow tasks [12]. Another
study addressed response time issue in Big Data by developing
replication placement algorithm that evaluate queries. Separate
queries been locked with certain trial counts, until reaching the
specified threshold, then query will be pass to next replica to get
response [2]. The disadvantage of this research is the query transfers to many replicas to retrieve response causing high bandwidth
consumptions. CRUSH algorithm enhancement been done by
Carns et al. [23], to overcome the bottleneck of existing CRUSH.
One of the issue in existing CRUSH was revealed in Carns et al.
study, whereby replicas is not evenly distributed to all available
storage, on the other hand, most of the new generated replica been
sent to active servers which causing long queue and bottleneck to
the network. The new improved CRUSH algorithm is data placement strategy that able to send data to next available replica when
first available replica is not responding. The cloud replication
architecture of the data placement is RING pattern. Even though
this new improved method outperforms the previous study, the
limitation issue on data reliability is still existed in the new improvement by [23]. The argument here is, when a dataset been
sent to specific replica and halfway the server is not responding,
then the entire data might be loss without able to be tracked.
Recently, Mansouri et al. [21], proposed dynamic popularity replication strategy with parallel download technique in cloud environment. This study was focusing at chunking file and place it to
several replicas to improve download response time. Unfortunately, the chunking process causing overload and consume more
time to the global replication manager (GRM) in order to chunk
files and distribute each segment to different sites. Additionally,
high number of request for chunked replicas can cause high congestion at network level as well. There are also study focuses on
data consistency after placing data in the storage. Researcher
succeeded to develop protocol that capable to update data in storage for Big Data systems [24]. The objective of the research is to
reduce size of code block update windows while ensuring the
consistency of data in the storage. The limitation found from the
study was, high buffer time when data block is updated, entire
block will be locked and no user can access to the data until update completed or reach certain threshold and time expires. Xu et
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al. [25] was contributed their effort to develop a cost and energy
aware data placement (CDEP) algorithm over Big Data in hybrid
cloud environment. Rather putting all data in single cloud, the
algorithm capable of determine to distribute dataset to correct
cloud and this did resolve the high renting cost for public cloud
services and reduce the high energy consumption for private cloud.
In the meantime, researcher overlooked that, all the data been
replicated without filtering only important data to be replicated
over and this lead to high storage consumption.
As replication is one of crucial area to be prepared to achieve better data performance in clouds. By adapting best strategy in replication, any Big Data system can be more resourceful on their
functional capabilities. This would mitigate future difficulties
essentially on harvesting profitable value after embarking in Big
Data too. Once necessary strategies prepared then, far ahead managing data and producing useful data for organization would be
greatly guaranteed. Therefore, this paper presenting reviews on
replication strategies for Big Data in cloud environment. Table 1
is the summarize information on related research in replication
strategies in cloud environment. The details shared in the table are
compiled with advantages and limitations of the studies to better
outline for the readers and researchers especially.
Based on Table 1, there are significance findings has been discovered. As discussed, there are various advantages and limitation in
researchers work as in summary Table 2. This scenario is apparently conveying the most imperative material for future researchers to identify which performance area is crucial to be improvise.
Rigorous analysis done and Fig. 3, is the findings in pie chart
showing the breakthrough of each performance or measurement
metrics in percentage:
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3. Conclusion
The main objective of this paper is to present numerous replication
strategies for Big Data in cloud environment. Many researchers
have developed countless algorithms, protocols and models to
improve various performance metric as highlighted in this study.
However, no single research can fulfil entire need due to heterogeneity of systems in cloud environments. Compared to other
strategies as discussed in this paper, DPRS algorithm by Mansouri
et al. [21] is one of the best and recent research. In [21] study focused and addressed quite a number of issues and improved several performance metrics. As major contribution, [1] resolved
issues in reducing storage consumption by replicating only popular data and introduced chunking techniques to achieve downloading with low response time and low bandwidth consumption
which are outperform other replication strategies. DPRS algorithm
is appropriate for all type of data regardless structured, semistructured or unstructured data which are seamless for Big Data
systems. However, there are countless researchers are still proactively developing novel algorithms to provide betterment in existing replication strategies. As the analysis and finding in Fig. 3,
would be valuable to provide concepts on the performance area to
be investigate further in upcoming research in this same scope.
Ultimately, this paper with thorough analysis, finding and discussion on strength and limitation of recent studies would be major
contribution and beneficial for all future researchers.
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